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Be sure to also read ICVWW Director Carolyn Oulton’s 

account of the day on the School of Humanities blog! 

KEEPING SECRETS (YOU SHOULD BE SO LUCKY): KYLIE 

MINOGUE, LANGTON BOYS GRAMMAR SCHOOL AND THE 

MARY BRADDON ARCHIVE 

A group of inquisitive 6th Formers from Simon Langton Boys 

Grammar School paid the Mary Braddon Archive a visit. One of the 

students, Madeleine, gives us her highlights of the experience … 

I’m here to give an insight into the incredible experience and 

opportunity Canterbury Christ Church University offered me. As 

part of a group of year 12 students from The Langton, I was 

lucky enough to be involved with a local historical and literary 

project, directed by Professor Oulton, analysing archives and 

undertaking my own research in our local history. 

We spent a day examining the Victorian novelist Mary Elizabeth 

Braddon, a lady with an impressive eighty novels to her name. 

Braddon’s legacy is tied to the “sensation” fiction of the 1860s, the genre which brought together romance and realism, a 

dichotomy which epitomised Victorian social anxieties. Braddon’s most successful novel, Lady Audley’s Secret, reflected these 

concerns with regard to the meaning and the permanence of identity. 

Examining the Mary Braddon archives gave us an amazing insight into the cultural and literary norms of the Victorian age, and 

how they progressed and changed with time. There is a real fascination with holding an authentic document in your hand, be it 

merely a shopping list or a budgeting book. It opens such a wide and tempting window into the past, and makes us question 

whether such fragments of our own modern society, like a shopping list, will carry so much intrigue for future generations. It 

really opened my eyes into the way I previously viewed the past, something interesting yet untouchable from where I stand in 

the 21st century, almost as if it were a film from years before. I now relate to and appreciate the value of history on a different 

level, having seen for myself treasures of the past. 

We learnt some important principles when analysing archives. Firstly, the importance of never writing anything off as “boring.” 

This is because, following more research, you may later see its true value and get a lot of use out of something that, at first   

 glance, seemed useless. It does not matter what it is—a train ticket, a diary entry—     

 anything can be useful! Another point I picked up was that, before visiting a library or an 

 archive, prior planning is critical to ensure your focus and time can be dedicated to what 

 you really want to research. Even contacting the librarian to see if there are any records 

 for your research beforehand can save time. 

     I now feel prepared for my project on “The Belgian Refugees in 

   Folkestone,” excited and ready to begin my own research. 

Simon Langton Boys Grammar Sixth Formers use their investigative skills 
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